
EMILIE Chatbot

EMILIE is a chatbot built in-house at Deloitte leveraging cognitive APIs combined with custom code, with a web and mobile 
application interface. It allows a user to speak to the system in natural language as if he or she were talking to another person. 
EMILIE automatically detects the user’s intent and asks any follow-up questions to fulfil any pre-programmed requests. EMILIE can 
also search through unstructured textual data such as policy or procedural documents to return sections that are the most 
relevant to a user’s question. It continuously learns from user and SME feedback to become more and more customised to the 
specific use case. 

How does it work?

EMILIE ADVICE
retrieves unstructured 

documents and policies

EMILIE ACTION
performs tasks

EMILIE ANSWER
queries structured data 

EMILIE
Understands 

natural 

language

What is Client X’s onboarding status?Can you report a broken device?

What is the GDPR policy on right to erasure?

EMILIE: Client is KYC active as of June 6, 2017.

EMILIE: Here are sections of the GDPR regulation and 
guidance that are most relevant to your query…

EMILIE: I have filed a ticket with IT Service Desk. 
Someone will be there to collect the device 
shortly.

• EMILIE understands what information is being 
requested

• EMILIE asks any follow-up questions

• EMILIE queries the database for the answer

Use case: KYC Chatbot

• EMILIE understands what information is being 
requested

• EMILIE looks through FAQs answered by SMEs

• If no exact match is found, EMILIE uses Machine 
Learning-driven search of guidance and policy 

documents

Use case: GDPR / legal chatbots, regulatory Q&A

• EMILIE understands what task is being requested
• EMILIE asks any follow-up questions
• EMILIE performs task

Use case: IT Services Chatbot
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EMILIE Chatbot can support your service desks, compliance functions, and legal 
advisors

What are the potential benefits? 

Organisations across industries are constantly 
facing cost pressures and are driven to find 
efficiencies using modern technology. These 
new solutions can help support or replace 
manual processes that are expensive to scale. 
Service desk, legal advisors face a significant 
volume of queries involving a small subset of 
simple issues and requests. Often, the 
answers are contained in a lengthy policy or 
Q&A documentation on an overcrowded 
Intranet or resources page.

EMILIE can be used to automate any 
conversation-based interactions or the 
querying of SMEs, which frees up resources to 
carry out more value add activities. As a 
platform, it can deal with large scale demand 
at any point in time with 24/7 availability. It 
has endless potential for automation across 
industries in all areas of business, from 
internal operations to customer service to 
legal advice. 

The ease of use also drives engagement with 
customers and within the company, as the 
access to information becomes accurate, 
instantaneous, and customised to the user.
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